This paper presents a survey of the issues and previous research in Intelligent ComputerAided Instruction (ICAI). Unlike previous surveys of ICAI, which have been organized around the seminal ICAI systems, this one concentrates on the contribution of each e ort to our understanding of the various components of ICAI systems. Along the way, comparisons are made between ICAI and CAI, although a CAI straw man is used due to the focus of the paper. Various learning scenarios are discussed, including computer coaches, gaming environments, mixed initiative dialog, Socratic tutors, articulate experts, interactive simulation, and discovery learning. Various forms of knowledge representation are discussed along with relevant issues and examples. Several techniques for student modeling and diagnosis are presented, as are their respective advantages and disadvantages. Pedagogical knowledge, its role in ICAI, and several examples are highlighted. The evolution of discourse management techniques for ICAI is outlined. Techniques for the automatic generation of problems from a general base of domain knowledge are presented. Finally, issues in the design of user interfaces for ICAI systems are brie y discussed. The purpose of this paper is to place previous ICAI research in a form which is appropriate for use by future designers of ICAI systems.
I Introduction
Although computer-aided instruction (CAI) 1 has been around for some time now, there has been much discontent with the current state of educational software. Traditional \frame-oriented CAI" requires teachers to fully specify presentation text, all questions and their associated answers, and a strict ow of control through the course, allowing at best di erent branches to be taken based on the student's pre-enumerated possible responses. This style of teaching has often been referred to as \electronic page turning."
A step in the right direction was made with generative CAI. In these systems, techniques such as textual templates, problem-generation grammars, and random numbers were used to generate problems for the student. Still, the systems lacked the ability to adapt to the student or relate his incorrect answers to the correct ones, and the problems were usually limited to simple drill-and-practice questions 40]. 1 Because this paper concentrates on ICAI, a CAI straw man is used for comparison. In fairness to CAI researchers, it should be noted that the problems with CAI were well known, and many practitioners developed ingenious solutions for them. Nevertheless, our characterization of CAI is adequate for the purposes of this paper.
Educators and computer scientists alike saw the need for \intelligence" in these systems. Dubbed ICAI for \intelligent" CAI, these systems would have a rich representation of their domain which would allow them to use their knowledge in ways unspeci ed by the course designer. Also, by modeling the student himself, these systems could individualize their instruction, tailoring their presentation to the level of the student's knowledge and his rate of learning.
Although there has been much research in ICAI, few if any commercial systems exist due to the current cost of building such systems and the lack of experienced people in the area. As noted by Psotka et al. 43] , \When one considers the ICAI systems that have been built to date, one is impressed with the fact that each is somewhat like the work of a craftsman, a combination of technical skill and artistic creativity." ICAI is still very much a research topic, with today's systems su ering the same basic limitations as more general AI systems (i.e., lack of commonsense reasoning). Yet ICAI is a natural test bed for AI techniques since it requires reasoning from a rich knowledge representation, modeling the user, and communication of information structures. While today's ICAI systems are carefully crafted, one of the primary motivations for further research is the potential for educational systems which generate their pedagogical abilities automatically given only a base of domain knowledge. As AI and ICAI research continue to advance, computer-based tutors should become both more e ective and more economical.
The remainder of this paper will survey the important contributions of past ICAI research e orts. Most previous surveys have been organized around the seminal systems. While this gives an important historical perspective, it leaves to the ICAI system designer the task of drawing together the contributions of each e ort to our understanding of the various components of a typical ICAI system. Having been through this process, the author will present in this paper this latter perspective so that the designers of future ICAI systems can readily leverage the lessons learned by their predecessors. The interested reader is referred to Fletcher 19] , Feigenbaum and Barr 18] , and Park et al. 40] for good surveys of past ICAI systems, and to Park et al. 40] for an extensive comparison of CAI and ICAI.
II Learning Scenarios
A learning scenario is the situation in which the student's learning is to take place. The most important criterion with which to view a learning scenario is the balance of control between student and tutor. Along this dimension, learning scenarios range from the simple \rule-examplepractice" paradigm used in traditional frame-oriented CAI programs to controllable simulation to mixed-initiative dialog to discovery learning 20] . This dimension forms a continuous spectrum from frame-based CAI, in which the student can't explore things of interest, to open-ended discovery environments, such as logo 39] , in which the student may get stuck or waste a lot of time. The knowledge required by the tutoring system is minimal on either ends of this spectrum, but increases towards the middle 7] .
Evidence suggests that learned information is retained longer if the student is an active participant in the learning process (rather than a passive \absorber") and if the presentation involves several of the student's senses. One study reports that people retain about 25 percent of what they hear, 45 percent of what they see and hear, and 70 percent of what they see, hear, and do 17]. Experts in diverse elds suggest that true understanding of knowledge gained from formal training comes when the student later combines that knowledge with actual experience and application 38, 53] . Indeed, the backlash against traditional CAI has focused on the passive role of the student and has prompted educators and instructional designers to seek more e ective uses of computers for education. This explains the more ambitious computer learning scenarios that will be described in this section.
One particularly popular form of instructional philosophy is that of the computer coach 22]. Brown and Moskowitz sum up the coaching scenario as follows: \At your request, the intelligent coach`looks over your shoulder' while you attempt to carry out tasks, o ering timely but unobtrusive advice " 8] . One advantage of computer coaches is that training becomes more cost-e ective since the coach is available at the convenience of the student and thus o -site learning is minimized. The coach is available not just for formal training, but also to help out during normal work activities, saving the user time that might otherwise \be spent thumbing through a manual or waiting for help from a colleague " 8] . In this sense, we can see that tutorial ICAI and job aiding need not be mutually exclusive 38, 49] . Coaching is most e ective in tasks where the student's performance tends to reach plateaus 25]; the exposition of key knowledge often opens up a whole new area for exploration by the student.
Gaming environments can combine the characteristics of both coaching and informal discovery learning 10]. In such a scenario, a game is designed to teach more general skills. The student learns these skills by applying them in the context of the game and may even discover them through their positive in uence on his game position. A coach can point out when the student is consistently employing a suboptimal strategy and can demonstrate the use of the desired skills in winning the game. This learning scenario has the advantages of discovery (the student often discovers the skills himself), application (the student learns the skills by using them), coaching (the computer coach can lift the student o plateaus and guide him when he seems misdirected), and, most importantly, the student's attention is heightened by his interest in the game itself.
The prototypical example of a game-based learning scenario is the west system of Burton and Brown 10] . west is a computer tutoring system which coaches students through the game \How the West was Won." The game requires students to combine numbers, using arithmetic operators and parentheses, into expressions which evaluate to the number of board positions they would like to move. Pro ciency in the game thus requires mathematical as well as tactical skills, and it is the job of the west coach to determine whether or not the student is employing the right skills and when he needs guidance. Their paper 10] is an excellent treatise on the issues involved in computer coaching, especially in gaming environments.
Many educators have lamented the one-sided nature of CAI. They claim that the student should be allowed to ask questions of the tutor and in general a ect the directions of the tutoring session. In 1970, Jaime Carbonell launched the eld of ICAI by using AI techniques to build a mixed-initiative tutoring system. His seminal tutor, scholar 13] , tutors students in geography by carrying on a natural language dialog with the student in which the student can respond to computer questions or initiate a line of questioning which scholar must answer. Carbonell emphasizes the bene ts of mixed-initiative tutorial dialog, pointing out that it results in a more reactive tutoring system and that allowance for student initiative is crucial to e ective education 13] .
Closely related to mixed-initiative dialog is the use of the Socratic teaching method 42]. The Greek philosopher Socrates believed that education could not be attained through passive exercises such as reading or listening, but instead came from actual problem solving. His technique involved posing problems to the student, each one carefully crafted to require the student to use new knowledge, to point out gaps in the student's knowledge, or to entrap the student into discovering his own misconceptions. Stevens and Collins have explored the use of a Socratic method in their why tutor 55, 58] , which tutors students on the causal relationships and factors a ecting rainfall.
Gaming environments and mixed-initiative dialog scenarios di er in the demands they put on the tutoring system. In a dialog system, the tutor must be able to articulate its knowledge in response to queries, whereas a game-based tutor need only recognize that a student's answer/action is not optimal and provide guidance. On the other hand, a computer coach must infer student shortcomings from the context of the game, whereas mixed-initiative dialog systems allow the computer tutor to test hypotheses by asking new questions 10]. Woolf and McDonald 63] draw an important distinction between \context-dependent" tutoring systems, in which the tutoring system adapts its strategy based on the state of the student, and \retrieval-oriented" systems like west that place their emphasis on retrieving the correct answer, and suggest that the former provide more reactive tutoring. Both learning scenarios o er unique advantages and disadvantages, however, and each introduces its own architectural requirements.
Another popular instructional paradigm is that of the articulate expert exempli ed by the famous sophie systems 6]. sophie 2 is designed to teach students about troubleshooting electronic circuits by allowing them to view the tutor solving problems before they are given their own problems. The student is allowed to insert faults in an electronic circuit, and sophie then troubleshoots the circuit, explaining along the way not only the justi cations for its decisions, measurements, and conclusions, but also its high-level troubleshooting tactics. The student, after watching several expert performances, is then given some problems to solve while sophie watches and occasionally provides guidance and advice. In particular, sophie won't let students make measurements unless that particular measurement can actually distinguish between several candidate faults.
Many researchers have pointed out the importance of rationalizing each action when teaching procedural skills. Beyond learning when actions are appropriate, a student must know why those actions are appropriate. A tutoring system must therefore present procedural skills at varying levels of abstraction and should explain actions in terms of their causal e ects in the domain. For instance, in the Fault Isolation Procedure (fip) tutor 38, 37] , the current goal hierarchy is maintained. Tracing up this goal hierarchy answers the question \Why am I doing this action?". This goal-oriented perspective, along with qualitative, causal knowledge 2 There are actually three distinct SOPHIE systems, known as SOPHIE I, II, and III. I speak of them in general under the name SOPHIE.
of how a system works, enables students to fully understand why and when certain actions are appropriate 38, 53] .
Another way to give students a feel for the causal relationships in a domain is to provide them a simulation of that domain with which they can explore the consequences of their actions without fear of real-life consequences. Also, by thrusting the student into the ultimate performance environment, and coaching him into the right actions, the student will be more likely to carry his training into real-life situations.
steamer 29] is the archetypal example of an interactive, inspectable simulation. Although steamer grew into more generic tools, its original purpose was to provide simulationbased instruction on the workings of a basic steam propulsion system. It is interactive in that students can manipulate controls and see their e ect. It is inspectable in that steamer includes an extensive graphics interface which allows students to view the workings of the steam system in a much more animated form than would otherwise be possible. Its authors coined the expression \dynamic graphical explanations" to describe steamer's style of instruction, noting that \relationships that are di cult to describe unambiguously in words are often easily depicted graphically " 29] .
In a more recent attempt at simulation-based training, Beverly Woolf built a tutoring system for the Kraft recovery boiler whose goal \is to challenge an operator to solve boiler problems and to maintain his incentive to play with the tutor" 65]. In the Recovery Boiler Tutor (rbt), students are presented with a graphical window into the process and given problems to correct. Based on their actions, rbt o ers coaching and advice. Although rbt is a real-time simulation, updating its process variables every one or two seconds, operators who have used it seem to like the ability to stop the process to ask questions or explore boiler characteristics 65]. Figure 1 shows an actual rbt tutorial dialog 3 extracted from 65].
The authors of steamer raise an important point about simulation-based training. It is not enough to simply present the simulation as a black box with which the student can play. The training tool must provide conceptual delity 29]; that is, the information must be presented to the student in a way that helps him build the correct cognitive constructs for thinking about the domain. These cognitive constructs need not accurately model the internal behavior of the domain, but should instead re ect the way experts think about it. For instance, if electronics experts think about electricity as discrete electrons owing through the circuit, the student should be presented with this graphical model rather than the more accurate quantum mechanical model or just the voltage and current readings at various points. Give the student a useful mental model of the domain that is at the appropriate level of abstraction.
As a nal note on simulation-based training, it should be noted that simulations can be time consuming to construct and are challenging from an educational standpoint because it becomes harder to detect student misconceptions (compared to mixed-initiative dialog, for instance). Most successful simulation-based instructional programs have combined a simulator with more traditional ICAI methods to produce a more versatile tutoring system. Note: A partial blackout is in progress and it will lead to deterioration of the combustion process if no action is taken. Meters indicate that CO, SO 2 Discovery learning is at the opposite end of the spectrum from frame-based CAI. This learning scenario can take many forms, but the basic philosophy is to present the student with some sort of microworld in which to explore and discover general rules and concepts. The idea is that the student, being in full control, can let his own curiosity and interest drive the session, and that those principles that he discovers on his own will be more likely to stay with him. Obviously, this sort of learning also prepares the student for future scienti c inquiry and reallife problems since it forces him to develop his own problem-solving skills and learn to think creatively. We will have little more to say about this learning scenario since it is very di erent in character from the other basic approaches and in fact deserves a survey of its own.
Having explored the various forms of ICAI learning scenarios, it is now relevant to ask what knowledge is needed to support their respective requirements and what form this knowledge should take. This is the topic of the next section.
III Domain Knowledge Representation
The biggest problem with traditional CAI systems is that they have a poor knowledge of their domain. This knowledge typically consists of a canned presentation of the information to the student, canned problems with which to test his knowledge, canned answers, and prespeci ed branches in the presentation based on a pre-enumerated set of possible responses. It is hardly surprising when these systems are criticized for their lack of adaptation to the student. Their canned text prevents them from adapting the presentation to the needs of the student. Their prespeci ed branches prevent them from handling unanticipated answers. They have no facilities with which to ferret out the student's true misconceptions. They cannot construct problems which speci cally address the student's needs. And their prespeci ed answers leave them with no criteria for judging student responses other than as right or wrong. A human teacher with the same level of knowledge of his subject could not do much better. We expect more domain competence on the part of our human teachers; we should strive for no less in computer tutors.
In a nutshell, the goal of ICAI is to plug the necessary knowledge into computer-based tutors to correct the above limitations. However, the knowledge needed to correct all the above shortcomings is tremendous, and no tutoring system to date has encompassed all the requisite knowledge even for the most limited domain; this indeed would exceed the current state of the art in AI. On the other hand, all the above shortcomings have been solved at some level in one system or another. The challenge for each new ICAI system is to provide a domain knowledge representation rich enough to support the desired level of understanding and therefore exibility in teaching.
If there is one lesson that thirty years of AI research has taught us, it is that knowledge, rather than general thought mechanisms, is the key to intelligent behavior. Furthermore, the form in which we store this knowledge is crucial to our abilities to use it. Finally, no general form seems suitable for all knowledge. Instead, di erent types of reasoning and types of knowledge require di erent representations for e cient and e ective use. The bottom line, then, is that intelligent behavior (and thus tutorial capabilities) requires extensive knowledge structured in such a way as to facilitate the desired types of reasoning and cognitive capabilities. Our challenge in ICAI is to determine the types of knowledge required, and suitable representations for that knowledge, to support teaching particular subjects. To quote several of the most in uential ICAI researchers, \By far the most important issue we have been forced to confront is the overwhelmingly central role of detailed, domain-speci c knowledge in governing almost every aspect of the tutorial process" 58].
The structure and interrelationships of knowledge needed for tutoring are much greater than for typical problem-solving expert systems. This important lesson was clearly demonstrated by research at Stanford University in which they tried to use the famous mycin expert system 9] as a tutor for medical students. The resulting system, guidon 14] , was shown to be inadequate in many ways, all resulting from mycin's uniform rule-based knowledge representation. Woolf and McDonald summarize: \guidon helped demonstrate the need for a cognitive base to the expert module and de ned the importance of placing logical and relational abstractions, both of which are important in learning and tutoring, into the expert knowledge base .... The suggestion has been made that the original rules of the mycin system represent`compiled' knowledge devoid of the low-level detail and relations necessary for learning and tutoring " 63] . Bill Clancey, the prime architect of guidon, concurs: \Teaching and explanation, we came to recognize, place di erent demands on an expert than simply solving problems. A teacher can provide analogies, multiple views, and levels of explanation which are unknown to mycin. In building mycin, we did not make explicit how an expert organizes his knowledge, how he remembers it, and strategies he uses for approaching problems. We need to be able to articulate how the rules t together, how they are constructed" 16]. A tutoring system, then, needs not only knowledge of its domain, but also the perspective on this knowledge that allows it to convey it to the student. The complexity of an ICAI system far exceeds the more typical frame-based CAI techniques. Building a knowledge-based CAI system requires investigation of such questions as \What is an e ective taxonomy of question types, from both a semantic and syntactic point of view?", \What classi cation of errors should be utilized, if it is to apply regardless of the speci c subject matter?", and \What di erent e cient techniques can possibly be de ned and used for diagnostic and remedial purposes? " 13] . Although the expert module or domain knowledge of the system does not necessarily have to have the ability to solve problems it poses to the student, it must at least recognize an incorrect answer 63]. Goldstein and Papert 23] suggest the use of a \glass-box" expert that can both solve domain problems and explain its reasoning to the student. Burton and Brown 10], on the other hand, state that a \black-box" expert which solves domain problems in the most e cient (albeit possibly obscure) way may be more e cient than a more complex glass-box, articulate expert. They suggest the combination of a black-box expert, which solves domain problems and compares its answers with the student's to detect errors, with a possibly incomplete glass-box expert, which cannot solve all domain problems, but can solve enough to be able to explain to the student how his solution di ers from the ideal. Many such tradeo s exist, and it would be foolish to think that one best answer applies to all domains.
The choice of knowledge representation in a tutoring system depends on both the type of knowledge to be stored and its intended tutorial use. why 55, 58] , for instance, is a Socratic tutoring system which teaches the causal relationships and factors a ecting rainfall. Stevens et al. 58] list the sorts of knowledge that are represented in why along with sentences which illustrate each type; these are shown in Figure 2 . The intended use of this knowledge is to test the student's understanding of the major causal factors involved in rainfall. When the student has a misconception with a particular causal factor, they would like to shift their discussion down one level to discuss the more intricate causal relationships at work in that factor. Therefore, their knowledge dictates a representation which emphasizes causality, while their intended teaching strategy necessitates di erent levels of abstraction from high-level factors to lower-order ones.
The representation which they chose was the script 51]; their use of scripts is described in detail in 58]. Their version of the script representation has nodes, which represent processes and events, and links between these nodes which express such relations as X enables Y or X causes Y (where X and Y are processes or events such as evaporation or condensation). Thus, each script depicts a partially-ordered sequence of processes and events linked by temporal or causal connections. Furthermore, each node can have a hierarchically-embedded subscript which describes the causal relationships at work within it. Finally, these scripts have roles (e.g. airmass or body-of-water) that will be bound to particular geographic or meteorological entities when the script is applied to a particular case (e.g. Ireland). The scripts therefore capture the causalities involved in rainfall.
Their representation not only expresses the causalities of rainfall, but also provides the necessary organization to support their desired teaching strategy. They test the student over the relationships in the top-level script. Missing or erroneous steps cause the tutor to shift down to the appropriate subscript in order to determine why the student doesn't understand the process which that subscript describes. If a student masters steps at one level in the script, the tutor has the choice of moving down to the subscript level for a more detailed examination or proposing a speci c case, such as a particular geographic location, and asking the student to apply his general knowledge to this speci c case. why provides a perfect example of how the domain knowledge and teaching strategies together drive the choice of knowledge representation. scholar, on the other hand, demonstrates the needs of a mixed-initiative, fact-oriented tutoring system. scholar stores its knowledge in a semantic network 44] , which is essentially a highly-interconnected network of nodes and links representing objects and their properties. Carbonell sees the semantic network representation being used in the following ways: \answering questions not speci cally anticipated, constructing questions on given topics, and generally carrying on a mixed-initiative contextual dialog with a human in a rather free and comfortable subset of English" 13]. Obviously, this requires a highly-structured data base in which concepts and facts are connected along many dimensions and in which linguistic information can be embedded. The semantic network knowledge representation lls this need.
Rather than store any speci c pieces of text, questions, predicted answers, errors, or branching information, scholar's contribution was that it generated all this from its semantic network of geographic knowledge 13]. Each unit of the semantic net is organized as an object with properties. Each property consists of the property name (attribute), a set of tags, and the property value. Values themselves can either be properties or pointers into other units. The tags tell the executive program how to interpret the properties and values and thus lend \semantics" to the structure. Furthermore, procedures may be embedded into the network which can use the semantic network to make inferences; an example is a procedure that infers climate from local conditions like latitude and altitude 13]. By organizing the information in such an interconnected way, scholar avoids storing information redundantly in the data base, and it can index into the information in a variety of ways, thus supporting a very exible method of query and reasoning.
Jonathan Wexler 61] independently developed a system very similar to scholar. In Wexler's domain-independent system, knowledge is encoded in an information network and is used to generate questions, statements, and answers. Net objects are grouped into classes and each object includes a value/character string and unlabelled links to other objects. More complex relationships can be built by creating new classes, such as family (which could be used to link mother, father, and children) 61]. Questions, statements, and answers are constructed from the network using prespeci ed skeleton patterns, which are textual templates annotated with information net paths and constraints. Thus, Wexler's information net is similar to scholar's semantic net, and is used for similar purposes, albeit through di erent mechanisms.
Reasoning in a semantic net involves a lot of pointer following. In Wexler's system 61], the net is searched (using backtracking) for nodes which satisfy the question skeletons. The search is begun at class nodes and proceeds to the various instances. Carbonell 13] notes that Rockart, who uses a semantic network to represent accounting information 48], \makes an interesting use of the semantic representation to nd relations via intersections between two concepts in the data base." scholar uses a similar intersection search to answer questions like \Is Buenos Aires in Brazil?" scholar can determine what two things have in common by searching both their superp (superpart) or superc (superconcept) links for an intersection 18]. This allows scholar to relate a student's answer to the correct one and thus realize that if a city with certain characteristics was asked for, the student is not as far o if his answer is an incorrect city as if he answered with some country 13]. There are many other techniques for information retrieval in a semantic net, but the point is that, by endowing the executive program with knowledge of the semantics of the various links, most of the facilities needed for e ective tutoring are reduced to graph search procedures.
Besides representing geographic knowledge, scholar's semantic net represents other world knowledge and even meta-knowledge (knowledge about knowledge). Representing commonsense knowledge such as reasonable temperatures enables the system to recognize ridiculous answers, such as 200 degrees in response to "What is the average temperature in Minnesota? " 13] . In order to reason about the extent of its knowledge, properties are tagged as to whether scholar has complete or incomplete knowledge of them. For instance, I have complete knowledge of my family members, but incomplete knowledge of all AI researchers. Since Carbonell places great emphasis on determining the contextual relevancy of properties, all properties are tagged with their relevancy to their attached object. For example, the author of a book may be more important than its Library of Congress number. Carbonell notes that it would be nice if the relavancy of one node to another was simply the distance betweeen them in a graph-theoretic sense, but it turned out that solution was not re ned enough 13]. Although not included in scholar, Goldstein 25] suggests that an estimate of cognitive complexity for di erent tasks should be maintained so the presentation and necessary remediation for that topic can re ect the expected di culty the student will have; the tutor should know if it is teaching a hard task or an easy one. The goal to which each of these commonsense and meta-knowledge annotations aspires is to provide the tutoring system with the same commonsense world knowledge as its students, but obviously such a rich knowledge base is beyond the state of the art in AI.
The semantic network has a rich history of use in intelligent tutoring and continues in popularity today. Brown et al. 5 ] discuss the use of a semantic net to store factual knowledge and an augmented nite automata structure for describing causal process relationships. Recently, Woolf 64 ] used kl-one, which is a semantic net representation tool, annotated with pedagogical information about the relative importance of domain topics, for her Ph.D. work on tutorial dialogs. The attraction of semantic networks is that they have been used in many branches of arti cial intelligence, including natural language understanding, question answering, problem solving, and learning, and many general-purpose techniques have been developed for their use in knowledge-based reasoning.
Simulation-based training has quite a di erent set of representational requirements. Obviously, one component of such a system is a simulation, so the challenge is the integration of this simulation with the rest of the tutoring system. The sophie systems teach electronic troubleshooting and hence include a circuit simulator. Brown et al. 6] report that the simulator used in sophie ii requires careful use since violation of the assumptions on which it depends could yield unexpected and inaccurate results. To deal with this problem, sophie ii uses pieces of code termed procedural experts which know how to run the simulator, how to use the results, and what the limitations are 6].
steamer 29] , the interactive, inspectable, simulation-based tutor described earlier, is connected to a detailed mathematical simulation of a steam propulsion system. The steamer graphical editor allows graphics objects to be tied to the underlying simulation. They allow icons to re ect the value or state of various simulation variables and also permit the user to change variables by clicking on these icons. Hollan et al. 29] discuss the di cult problems of this so-called \tapping." In an e ort to achieve the conceptual delity mentioned in Section II, steamer also represents operating procedures in a form that allows explanation at di erent hierarchical levels, and it associates operating procedures with their underlying engineering principles. They report the development of \a frame-based representation system 4 that supports multiple perspectives and permits an integration of the vast amount of structural, functional, topological, and graphical information contained within steamer" 29].
sophie iii 6], the successor to sophie ii referenced above, takes a di erent approach to simulation than its predecessor. While sophie ii used a black-box circuit simulator with procedural experts as the glue between the simulator and tutoring system, sophie iii includes specially-designed circuit simulation techniques which are more articulate. Based on propagation of constraints, their circuit reasoning component can not only predict circuit behavior, but it can explain why it predicted this behavior. Connections between circuit wires (i.e., a transistor, resistor, or even physical connection) are modeled as constraints on those wires (which are the terminals of the constraint box). By propagating values from known measurements (i.e., current or voltage) through the many constraints in the circuit, sophie iii can predict measurements at other points. Furthermore, these inferences can be recorded as they are made so that sophie can justify the predictions to the student 6]. Such an articulate simulation has pedagogical bene ts which far exceed a simple black-box simulator.
Besides its use of scripts, why 55, 58] also makes use of constraint-based reasoning, in this case to describe functional relationships at work in processes. For instance, a process such as evaporation can be modeled by a constraint prototype with actors (the instance variables or terminals which are being constrained). The constraint can be instantiated and connected to real actors, such as a body of water and a land mass. \Factors" used by the constraints are attributes of the actors, such as temperature and size. Problems can be generated which provide all necessary inputs but one. The constraint can infer the remaining one and compare this with the student's answer. The constraint knows how to describe itself in the abstract and can give examples using its instantiated actors. This provides an articulate inference procedure for causal, factor-oriented concepts.
The paper of Stevens et al. 58] , an excellent treatise on the knowledge representation issues in tutoring and one that has greatly in uenced this author's understanding, emphasizes the need for \multiple representational viewpoints." Using their why system as an example, they point out that scripts serve well to guide the sequencing of topics, but are particularly weak in diagnosing student misconceptions. To overcome this problem, they added a second viewpoint, the above-described functional perspective, which exposes the functional relationships between rainfall parameters (e.g., evaporation is a function of a body of water and an air mass, and increases proportionally with increases in the water temperature, the air temperature, and their relative proximity). While scripts are \ordered and sequential," the functional perspective is \non-linear and interactive " 58] . This functional perspective embodies the viewpoint that was lacking with scripts; while the scripts convey the causal sequencing of events, the functional perspective describes the \interaction microstructure" 58]. They note that the availability of multiple viewpoints allows a tutoring system to view student errors as a re ection of some perspective missing in the student's knowledge. With such a multiple-perspective view of knowledge representation, we see the enterprise of knowledge-based CAI in a new light, in terms of the partitioning of knowledge between di erent viewpoints and the determination of when and how to invoke a particular viewpoint.
Condition/action rules, also known as production rules, have enjoyed a widespread popularity in AI, and this has spread into ICAI. Such rules, which model behavior as \recognize a condition, initiate an action," have long been considered as a possible model of human intelligence and thus serve as the domain knowledge for many di erent tutoring systems. One example is Goldstein's wumpus tutor 25]. This tutor serves as a coach for students playing \Hunt the Wumpus," a game requiring mathematical and logical skills whose goal is to nd and kill the deadly Wumpus in a dark cave lled with many perils. The requisite skills are modeled by condition/action rules which choose moves based on probabilistic and logical evidence. When the student makes suboptimal moves, he is postulated to be missing the appropriate rule. More recently, Anderson and Reiser used rules in their respective Geometry 1] and lisp 46] tutors. The attractiveness of rules is their modular nature, since each rule is, ideally, independent of all others and thus rules can be added and deleted with only an incremental e ect on system performance. The criticism of rule-based approaches has been that their uniformity masks the underlying abstractions and cognitive models of the domain necessary for teaching 16] .
While most ICAI systems revolve around their knowledge representation, some attempts have been made to combine heterogeneous knowledge in a more modular architecture. Bonar et al. 4] describe an object-oriented tutoring architecture in which domain knowledge classes, called \Bites," are organized into a hierarchical inheritance lattice to take advantage of shared structure. Generic classes of Bites include Abstraction Hierarchy Bites, which represent an ordering of concepts in the curriculum; De nition Bites, which are relatively standalone; I/O Bites, which represent black-box (functional) behaviors; and Discovery Bites, which include skills such as scienti c inquiry which allow the student to explore an environment with minimal coaching 4]. Abstraction Hierarchy Bites are especially critical in student diagnosis since only they have connection to other related Bites and so can test for understanding of concepts that span several Bites. In contrast with other e orts that separate \explainer," \diagnoser," \tutor," \user modeler," etc. components, an object-oriented architecture provides these facilities as \mix-ins" which can be inherited by domain knowledge classes. There can be several di erent diagnoser mix-ins, representing di erent strategies, and di erent knowledge Bites can include di erent diagnoser classes. In this way, multiple forms of knowledge can coexist in the same knowledge base, each with its own preferred techniques for presentation, student diagnosis, and problem solving.
This section has emphasized the importance of domain knowledge and its representation in tutoring systems, but the important point is that this knowledge representation is driven by both the domain knowledge to be modeled and, equally important, by the intended use of this knowledge in the tutor. Since the di erentiator in an intelligent tutoring system is the exibility with which it handles student misconceptions, the choice of knowledge representation is driven largely by the needs of the student diagnosis module. This module is the topic of the next two sections.
IV Student Modeling
The student model is simply a model, maintained and used by the computer tutor, of the student's knowledge and capabilities. Its purpose is to evaluate and account for the student's actions and responses. Human tutors do an excellent job of judging the student's answers in the context of his assumed level of understanding and past learning behavior, thus e ectively adapting their instruction to the student's competence and abilities. Yet traditional CAI has done a poor job in this area.
The most common technique for student modeling in CAI has been a tally of the student's correct and incorrect answers. Adaptation to the student was limited to branching to di erent points in the instruction based on the student's answer, his tally exceeding some threshold, or his tally as a percentage exceeding some threshold. Thus, these programs did not keep track of the student's current knowledge except at some coarse level, and what little they did maintain about the student was insu cient for anything beyond grading the student's performance over the session.
Ideally, a tutor should know what the student knows, his level of competence, his past learning behavior (i.e., slow, fast), the presentation methods to which he responds best, and even his areas of expertise and interest beyond the current subject matter. Armed with this information, the tutor can choose a suitable level and method of presentation, it can relate new topics to things with which he is familiar, and it can evaluate his responses in terms of the areas he knows well and those in which he is more likely to have misunderstandings. Although ICAI still has a long way to go in this area, it has made much progress over earlier CAI attempts.
Ira Goldstein of MIT introduced the now widely-used method of Overlay Modeling, in which the student's knowledge is viewed in terms of the tutor's domain knowledge; that is, the student model is embedded (conceptually anyway) in the tutor's knowledge 24]. This permits an easy comparison between that which the student knows and that which he should know. Of course, annotating the tutor's knowledge base with student model information implies that there is a knowledge base to annotate, which explains the simpler models used in CAI.
In later papers, Goldstein showed that it may not be su cient to model the student's knowledge in terms of the coach's mature, general knowledge. He suggested the explicit representation of intermediate forms of knowledge such as specialized rules that the student may discover before he recognizes the general form. Goldstein uses a genetic graph exposing relationships between intermediate and mature pieces of knowledge such as analogy links, specialization links, etc. 25, 26] .
Di erent approaches have been taken to the construction of the student model. In Wexler's system 61], the student model is constructed as a semantic net, with nodes and links added as they are taught. Carbonell 13] states that building a student model from scratch is too inaccurate and that the system should instead start with what it thinks the student knows (perhaps an ideal student) and tweak this model as is necessary. This opinion is re ected in scholar, which, in contrast to Wexler's approach, starts with the expert knowledge base as the student model and annotates deviations that are subsequently discovered 13]. Burton and Brown's west tutor 10] typi es a skill modeler, which is an overlay modeler in which expert knowledge is represented as skills, and the student is modeled by the set of skills he has mastered (used successfully). They also introduce the notion of di erential modeling 10], which is similar to Carbonell's method of modeling explicitly the di erences between expert and student knowledge. As mentioned earlier, Goldstein's wumpus tutor 25] includes intermediate forms of knowledge linked with the expert knowledge in a genetic graph 26] and therefore can model the student not only on his mastery of the expert knowledge but also on his progress toward this mastery. All these methods are variants of the basic overlay modeling paradigm.
Other domains, however, have been shown to defy simple overlay modeling techniques. The research described by Burton 11] clearly indicates that the bizarre nature of children's arithmetic bugs suggests that no subset of the expert's knowledge could explain the incorrect procedures used by novices. Instead, Burton's Buggy model employs both correct and \buggy" rules which the student may be following 11]. Understanding a student's error then becomes a task of nding a suitable combination of these correct and buggy rules which together would produce the same incorrect answer as was produced by the student. This approach is di erent from Goldstein's work on genetic graphs in that buggy rules may be in no special way related to correct rules, but instead may be empirically-determined typical errors.
While ICAI student modeling techniques are designed to overcome the limitations with CAI tallies of right and wrong answers, such tallies are often still embedded within richer student models. Burton and Brown 10] have pointed out the di culties with keeping such tallies, pointing out that even after a student has mastered an area, this model would continue to re ect his past weaknesses. Pieces of the model should really decay with time, yet the computational costs involved would then be prohibitive. In their west tutor, they dealt with this by allowing successful immediate behavior (the last three moves) to clear out past problems.
Student models more complicated than those presented in this section have been devel-oped and tested, although they are beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred for instance to Sleeman 54] . It should be pointed out that the student model is potentially very open-ended, and its design should therefore be driven by the domain knowledge representation 38, 41] and, more importantly, by the needs of the student diagnosis module, which will be discussed in the next section. In order to diagnose student misconceptions and explain student errors, it is necessary to understand his current state of knowledge and past history. The design of the student model is driven foremost by the level of abstaction needed to make sense of his errors.
V Student Diagnosis
As Schank and Slade have noted, the opportunity to fail is an important part of learning and one which the computer can readily provide without the fear of peer or teacher judgement 52]. But the computer must capitalize on each student failure as an opportunity to correct a misconception. If it merely tells the student that he is wrong, it has done no teaching at all, but has rather pushed the problem o on the student, who must somehow determine why he was wrong. As Brown and Moskowitz note, \... good teachers don't just mark o points. Rather, they try to determine the student's misunderstandings as the best basis for correcting those misunderstandings" 8].
The techniques for student diagnosis are intertwined with student modeling methods; the reader will notice the close connection between topics in section IV and this section. The way to view this connection is that the types of domain knowledge and the desired level of student diagnosis drive the domain knowledge representation, which in turn largely determines the actual student diagnosis techniques, which then determines the student modeling needs and methods.
Student diagnosis is similar to other diagnostic tasks such as equipment or disease diagnosis. Carbonell views student errors as symptoms of diseases (misconceptions) and notes that our diagnostic reasoning should operate on an open set of alternatives 13]. Ko man and Blount 31] similarly suggest that an intelligent tutoring system should make and test hypotheses concerning the source of student errors, considering his past problems. We in fact have a rich base on which to make such hypotheses, including the student model, typical mistakes with the topic we are teaching, the constraints of the current problem, and, hopefully, additional knowledge about the student's answer. The rest of this section will outline several di erent techniques that have been used.
The experience of Stevens et al. with why led them to state perhaps the most important maxim of student diagnosis: \The types of misconceptions in a student's knowledge that a system can diagnose are heavily dependent on the knowledge represented in the system" 58]. For instance, student shortcomings in discovery learning environments can only be detected through comparison with a computer-based expert, because you need some way of determining when particular knowledge is applicable 10]. In their west tutor, Burton and Brown use an \Issue Recognizer" to detect student shortcomings and an \Issue Evaluator" which uses the student model to decide if the student is really lacking the skill or is using an equally valid strategy. This is based on a di erential model of the student's behavior (as compared with the expert's behavior). Such a di erential model is e ective only when there is a relatively \... unique and well-de ned closed set of correct answers ... " 13] .
An alternative to di erential modeling is direct interpretation of the student's answer in terms of semantic memory, considering the compatibility and relevancy of the answer in relation to the question 13]. Wexler's system 61], for instance, which stores its domain knowledge in a semantic net, evaluates the student's response by searching the net for nodes which satisfy the conditions of the question. If no such node matches the student's answer, it then tries to t the answer into the question skeleton by successively removing the constraints on the answer. If the resulting skeleton matches anything in the network, it relates this to the student. For instance, if the question was \What is the capital of Texas?" and the student replied \Madison," I would imagine Wexler's system replying \Madison is the capital of Wisconsin." The issue here is giving extra information about the student's incorrect answer and making sure that this information is relevant.
Student diagnosis is not as easy as the above example would suggest, however. Sometimes the student has the correct answer but expresses it in a fundamentally di erent way 63]. Similarly, in gaming environments, the student may appear to be missing certain skills when instead he is employing a totally di erent strategy from the expert 10]. Finally, Stevens et al. 58 ] note that sometimes bugs interact, so we must always consider the possibility that an error resulted from a combination of student misconceptions.
One of the few techniques which handles multiple bugs is Burton's Buggy model 11]. In this model, the system has rules corresponding to both correct domain skills and typical buggy techniques. Applying this model to subtraction, Burton built procedural networks 50] of the techniques (both correct and incorrect) needed to perform subtraction. These procedural networks are partially-ordered sequences of arithmetic operations, noting not only when certain skills such as borrowing are needed but also when particular buggy techniques are likely to be used (such as erroneous forms of borrowing). The student's answer is evaluated by searching for a path through this network of skills that yields the student's answer. If the path contains only correct skills, we know which skills he has successfully used. If the path contains buggy skills, we know exactly which misconceptions he has. The problem with this approach is that the number of possible paths through the network grows exponentially with the number of correct and buggy techniques, so that even for a simple domain such as subtraction we must resort to some heuristic search. Also, this method requires an explicit enumeration of possible bugs, which certainly runs counter to Carbonell's opinions.
Similar in spirit to the Buggy model, Genesereth suggests evaluation of student actions through plan recognition 21]. Plan recognition is the inverse of planning; while in planning we search for a sequence of operators which will accomplish our goals, building such a plan through top-down re nement of those goals, in plan recognition we search for the goals which might underly the apparent plan corresponding to the student's actions. This is similar to language parsing; domain actions serve as terminals, goals and subgoals serve as non-terminals, and we want to nd a parse of the student's actions which will tell us the goals he is following.
Genesereth's system uses a combination of top-down and bottom-up parsing and considers both correct and buggy actions. The di erence between plan recognition and the Buggy model is that the former considers more levels of abstraction.
While not everyone subscribes to the Buggy method, most see the need for some sort of error taxonomy. As Stevens et al. 58] so aptly point out, \A good teacher must possess knowledge of the types of misconceptions that arise in the domain being taught". Carbonell 13] suggests a taxonomy of errors, which would allow the tutor to determine the signi cance of various errors, choose appropriate remediation strategies, and notice patterns of related errors in the student's answers/actions. Misconceptions that can arise in a particular domain should be represented, and their commonalities should be abstracted into more general misconceptions ranging from basic misconceptions that people experience, such as misusing a metaphor, down to the ways in which these misconceptions manifest themselves in particular domain concepts 58].
There have been various approaches to such an error taxonomy, each being somewhat tied to a particular type of knowledge. Many people have distinguished between problems local to the immediate topic, problems involving relationships between various topics or pieces of knowledge, and problems that indicate downright confusion on the part of the student. Carbonell 13] suggests the following generic error types (which, not surprisingly, have strong ties to semantic net representations): (1) missing information, (2) mis led fact, (3) wrong entry, (4) lack of a concept, (5) wrong superordinate (superpart or superconcept), (6) overgeneralization, (7) failure to draw some superordinate inference, (8) failure to draw some negative inference (i.e., that some information contradicts the rest). Stevens et al. 58] identi ed sixteen common bugs that accounted for 58% of the errors of students in the area of rainfall (72% ignoring omissions). They discuss the more abstract error types which underly these sixteen bugs, including application of an incorrect metaphor and missing generalizations. The idea of a taxonomy, then, is a useful one; at some level of abstraction, human errors are domain independent, but teachers must also recognize instances of these abstract errors that occur in the domain to be taught.
While most systems treat diagnosis as a separate module, the object-oriented approach of Bonar et al. 4 ] allows di erent classes of knowledge to use di erent diagnosis techniques. Each knowledge class inherits diagnostic capabilities from a particular Diagnoser class. Using these inherited capabilities, a knowledge Bite sends messages to each component Bite asking if that component Bite has knowledge relevant to the student's response, the current tutoring goals, and the current mode. If some component does, the Diagnoser routines then check to see if the student has misused the knowledge contained in this component Bite. Misuse is de ned by that component Bite's own Diagnoser class. The Diagnoser then updates the student model, which of course is local to each knowledge Bite, and invokes the Task Selector to choose the next action 4].
It is important not to become so wrapped up in diagnosing the student's misconceptions that we lose sight of our goal. Carbonell 13] reminds us that student diagnosis is a means rather than an end and that the real objective is for the student to overcome his misunderstandings, not for the teacher to magically infer them. If we can narrow down the set of possible misconceptions, it is usually easy to determine through further interaction where the student is confused. Often we can use the Socratic method of posing carefully selected problems to the student in order to allow him to see his own misconceptions. Finally, a little meaningful feedback in the style of Wexler 61] discussed above can go a long way towards helping the student nd his error.
VI Pedagogical Knowledge
A good teacher is more than just knowledgeable. The communication of a body of knowledge to a person doesn't simply follow a protocol of information transfer as between two computers. It is guided by strategies and techniques which are selected and combined dynamically in reaction to the student. Therefore, teaching itself can be considered a knowledge-based skill which we can model computationally. In the words of Brown and Moskowitz 8], \... we must formalize the intuitive knowledge that guides good teachers".
Instructional strategies deal with choosing an e ective presentation method, determining the balance of student and tutor control, governing the amount and timing of feedback, and choosing evaluation criteria with which to judge student competence 20]. Perhaps the two most important pedagogical decisions are when to interrupt and what to say 10]. There is a distinction between determination of what to say (the content) and the actual choice of words and input/output behavior of the machine. The scope of the tutoring knowledge ends with choosing the content, just as it ends with the choice of a presentation method or an evaluation strategy 63]. Thus the pedagogical knowledge guides the overall goals and strategies of the tutor, but the other modules carry out these intentions.
Although, as outlined above, the pedagogical knowledge is tasked with many responsibilities, the most important is the determination of a strategy to deal with student errors. Since students are seldom consistent, and since diagnosis of one's own misconceptions is often more e ective than too much guidance, a tutor cannot just provide remediation whenever the student errs. Woolf and McDonald 63] suggest that the pedagogical component be applied \after the expert and student modules have been accessed and some assessment has been] made about the level of the student's knowledge." At this point, the tutor must select between ignoring the error, pointing it out, correcting it, or somehow guiding the student towards recognizing and correcting it himself. Obviously this choice must be made based on instructional heuristics.
Most intelligent tutoring systems have represented pedagogical knowledge in the form of production rules. These rules trigger on such things as student errors, recognized situations in the tutorial session, the history of the tutorial session, signi cant student actions, the nature of the knowledge being taught, and comparisons between student and tutor knowledge. Probably no two systems have adopted the same tutorial philosophy or set of rules, thus pointing out another recognized advantage of using production rules for pedagogical knowledge: the rules can easily be added, deleted, or modi ed independent of one another (ideally), thus allowing the course author to experiment with various strategies.
In a seminal paper with respect to the development of a theory of teaching, Stevens and Collins 57] discuss their analysis of a number of human tutorial dialogs and present a detailed theory in the form of condition/action rules of the goals, strategies, and priorities that guide an \If the student is about to lose interrupt and tutor him only with moves that will keep him from losing" 10]. \If (1) a student proposes a rule or makes a prediction based on one or more factors that are insu cient, or (2) is entrapped by a rule (ens 1 or ens 9) based on one or more factors that are insu cient, then (3) pick a case that has the values speci ed on the insu cient factors, but not the value speci ed on the dependent variable" 57]. If \the present topic is complete, but the tutor has little con dence in its assessment of the student's knowledge," then generate \... an expository shift from detailed examination of a single topic, to a shallow examination of a number of topics " 64] . \IF: The recent context of the dialog mentioned either a`deeper subgoal' or a factor relevant to the current goal THEN: De ne the focus rule to be the d-rule that mentions this focus topic" 14]. As a further perspective on instructional strategies, we can survey some of the conclusions reached through other research e orts. Often these conclusions depend heavily on the particular learning scenario used; for instance, instructional strategies for discovery learning di er markedly from mixed-initiative tutoring on geography. However, it is interesting to note the similarities across domains and learning scenarios.
Many researchers have investigated the tradeo s between correcting a student explicitly, trying to entrap him into discovering the error himself, and simply letting him make mistakes and view the consequences. Burton and Brown 10] discuss this point at length, pointing out that \every time the Coach tells the student something, it is robbing him of the opportunity to discover it for himself." Their paper points out the importance of allowing students to observe the results of incorrect decisions. The coach's role, in their view, is to intervene when the student is likely to miss the evidence of his error or misconception. Woolf 65] contrasts her philosophy of letting students explore possible wrong paths with Anderson et al. 1] and Reiser et al. 46 ], whose Geometry and lisp tutors immediately correct student errors. This immediate feedback is justi ed by its authors because errors in geometry and lisp are so ambiguous and delayed that much fruitless e ort could be wasted on erroneous solution paths. Thus, although immediate feedback is not always desired, it may be chosen for domain or technical reasons.
Besides deciding when to interrupt, pedagogical rules must decide what to say (the content). For instance, tutor responses in the Recovery Boiler Tutor (rbt) 65] fall into three categories: redirect the student, synthesize data (point out relationships), and con rm correct actions. In rbt, instructional condition/action rules based on speci c emergencies and student responses are \designed to verify that the student has asked the right questions and has made the correct inferences about the saliency of his data" 65]. Pedagogical rules in why re on the type of knowledge being taught and the type of misconception the student is having and suggest a strategy for exposing this misconception to the student 57]. Rules in Meno-tutor 63, 64] take the tutor o some default dialog path and suggest a di erent tutorial strategy or tactic. Woolf's thesis work 64] in particular is an attempt at a domain-independent set of pedagogical rules to guide tutorial discourse; this work will be described further in section VII.
Finally, the course author should be able to specify high-level strategies for ordering topics. For instance, a teacher should be able to tell the tutor to teach about a phylum, then its classes, then the class species, and nally the characteristics of each species 61]. Other teachers may prefer a di erent ordering, and so the tutoring system should give each teacher access to these ordering heuristics.
As has been stated, the general purpose of pedagogical rules is to indicate discourse directions, strategies, and tactics. In the next section, the more global problem of discourse management, of which pedagogical rules are a component, will be considered.
VII Discourse Management
As Carbonell 13 ] so elegantly put it, \Man-computer interaction is basically a communication between two information structures, including their computational abilities". Without a formal protocol, this communication must be driven by the goals and needs of both parties. Each side must not only communicate its knowledge, but must reactively structure its dialog to meet the needs and goals of the other. E ective communication lies not in the words, but rather in the determination of what the tutor and student need to communicate 63].
Stevens and Collins 56] argue further that a good human tutor doesn't follow a prespeci ed syllabus, but instead lets the responses and misconceptions of the student drive the dialog. The tutor should \opportunistically adapt material to the needs of the dialog" 18]. While traditional CAI e orts notoriously hardcoded the syllabus (allowing prespeci ed branches based on predicted student responses), this problem of discourse management and topic selection has been addressed at some level by most ICAI e orts. Flexibility in the tutorial discourse is a hallmark of ICAI.
In scholar, the executive program that uses the semantic network to generate teaching material and questions is almost independent of the subject matter in the semantic net 13]. Carbonell 13] discusses the issue of \contextual continuity" and topic coverage, noting that traditional \ad-hoc frame-oriented" (AFO) systems have a large degree of anticipation (they know what they are going to do next), while scholar has almost none (it is very reactive). He describes scholar's use of a simple push-down list (stack) of contexts, which it builds and maintains dynamically, to maintain contextual continuity, but admits that more anticipation may be desirable and could be implemented by a straightforward use of deterministic strategies for material presentation and question generation, although he prefers the more reactive system. As ICAI research developed, more sophisticated discourse control schemes were utilized. Ko man and Blount 31] brie y describe a control scheme based around a student model and a concept tree of prerequisites. The system, based on the student model, determines whether the student prefers to advance quickly to new material or build a solid foundation on current material. Based on the student model, the system \decides at which plateau of the concept tree the student should be working " 31] . The concepts on this plateau are evaluated with respect to recency of use, the student's progression, his current knowledge, the impact of the concept on his current knowledge, and relevance to other concepts. The concept which scores the highest by this criteria is selected, a problem is generated based on his experience level, and the solution is evaluated.
A similar idea was developed further by researchers at Stanford University and resulted in the notion of a curriculum information network, used in the Stanford bip system 3], in which skills to be taught are related to tasks that exercise those skills. The curriculum net is organized as a large set of problems (in their case, basic programming problems) indexed in terms of the generic skills they require. Thus the curriculum net also serves as a student model; when the student successfully solves a problem, they know which skills he has used and can therefore choose a new problem with an appropriate set of requisite skills. In this way, although the problems are canned, they are selected and sequenced reactively based on student successes and di culties. In a second-generation bip system, known as bip-ii, the curriculum net was generalized into a semantic network of skills, each interconnected to other skills via relational links which denote prerequisites, relative di culty, and analogies, as well as taxonomic links such as component and kind 60]. They also developed a sophisticated task selection procedure which uses the various links to guide the sequencing and selection of problems for the student. Note the similarities between this new curriculum net and Goldstein's genetic graph.
In 55], Stevens and Collins present a theory of the goal structure of a Socratic tutor based on an analysis of human tutorial dialogs. This tutorial control structure has four parts: (1) an agenda of goals and subgoals, (2) priority rules for adding goals and subgoals to the agenda, (3) strategies for selecting cases which satisfy the goals, and (4) the student model. They argue that human tutors have a few initial goals for the tutorial session and that further pedagogical goals and subgoals are added to the agenda dynamically in reaction to the student. Although they acknowledge the possibility of inserting goals at arbitrary places in the agenda, they note that most tutorial discourse can be seen as a pushing and popping of goals and subgoals onto a pushdown stack. Their priority rules determine the order in which to add new goals to the agenda when several are uncovered simultaneously, and their strategies are used to select examples with which to teach certain goals. Their work is signi cant because of the experimental data (human tutorial dialogs) on which it is based.
The control structure used in the object-oriented architecture of Bonar et al. 4 ] uses a similar scheme. They have a stack on which TutoringMode objects are stored. Each TutoringMode object includes a satisfaction criteria and a oundering threshold. The satisfaction criteria determines when the TutoringMode object can be popped, while the oundering threshold determines when a remedial object should be pushed onto the stack. They currently have six modes, including exploration, experimentation, elaboration, didactic, demonstration, and coaching 4].
tdus 47] , an acronym for Task-oriented Dialog Understanding System, is a natural language understanding system built at SRI International as part of research into the knowledge structures and reasoning mechanisms needed to guide a human apprentice through a task. Their thesis was that knowledge of the human's current progress through the task would allow them to disambiguate and therefore understand his questions and comments. Their basic task representation is the procedural network 50], which models the task as a partial order of actions organized into a hierarchy of goals. They also represent the objects which are associated with actions, such as tools or the target of the action. With this representation, they not only have a way of guiding the advisory discourse (through the task), but they also have a way of recording the apprentice's progress through the task, inferring actions not explicitly mentioned, and understanding his natural language utterances in terms of the current context.
The most recent work in tutorial discourse management was performed by Beverly Woolf as her Ph.D. thesis 64]. She uses a discourse management network (dmn) to guide the tutorial session, plan pedagogical strategies and tactics, and determine natural language utterances. The discourse management network has three successive levels: the tutoring approach, the strategy, and the tactics. These are organized into states of an augmented transition network (atn) 62], with additional meta-rules which can a ect the transitions 63].
In a nutshell, an atn is a nite state machine in which nodes and arcs can store information in global registers for later use, and arcs are dynamically activated or deactivated based on these register values and other input. atn's were popularized by work in natural language understanding in which the transition network is used to parse natural language sentences and semantic information can be incrementally added to the registers during the parse to further constrain later transitions. atn's are also hierarchical in that a particular node may itself consist of another atn which must be traversed before continuing the higher-level atn. Besides natural language parsing, atn's have been used in many other contexts including natural language generation 34] and plan recognition in a programming tutor 33].
Woolf's dmn is isomorphic to an atn but is conceptually a top-down re nement of tutorial goals through the strategies and tactics which implement them. At the top level, states represent the basic tutoring approach such as \introduce" or \tutor." These states lead to re nement states that specify the strategy, such as \explore competency" or \repair misconception." Strategy states are further re ned through tactical states such as \teach speci c knowledge", \evaluate input", or \suggest new topic." The current tutoring mode is a state in this dmn and determines the next action of the tutor. Transitions through the states follow a default path, but pedagogical rules re o the student model, current mode, and student responses to lift the tutor o its default path and onto some other state in the network, thus creating a discourse transition 63]. These transitions could be between states at the same level, such as two tactical states, or they could lift the tutor from its current level up to a higher level, e ecting a more radical shift in the tutorial directions. Woolf points out the absence of any need for a goal agenda, as used by Stevens and Collins 55] , and suggests that her approach more closely mirrors the behavior of human tutors 64]. She also claims that her dmn is relatively domain independent, although she acknowledges that it may need some further re nement. Figure 4 shows her discourse Work in discourse management for tutorial purposes has thus followed several distinct transitions. In a backlash against the very deterministic branching structure of early CAI systems, Carbonell's scholar 13] included a very loose organization of tutorial goals and basically just reacted to the student. Work by Stevens and Collins 55] showed that human tutors maintain an agenda of goals and that the challenge is to add and remove goals from this agenda in a last-in-rst-out (LIFO) manner. Other work, exempli ed by bip 3] , showed the utility of a richly structured knowledge of the course curriculum which can be used to dynamically sequence the domain topics. Finally, Woolf's work 64] returns us to a prespeci ed network of tutorial states, but now the network is a domain-independent model of discourse knowledge rather than the earlier-used sequences of domain topics. This trend indicates continuing realization that more and more knowledge is necessary for tutoring, ranging from the pedagogical strategies of teachers, through their rich knowledge of the course topics and their interrelationships, right down to commonsense knowledge about discourse.
VIII Problem Generation
Early CAI e orts included canned problems with canned answers. There are several di culties with this approach. First, it places a large burden on the course author to develop a broad set of problems on which the tutoring system can draw. Second, it is very di cult to match canned problems to student needs and abilities and impossible to customize the problems to t the situation. Finally, canned answers don't allow meaningful feedback on student errors unless the error can be anticipated, and justi cations for the answer and explanations must also be canned. Thus, canned problems and answers reduce the exibility of the system to exactly those interactions that were anticipated and prespeci ed by the course author.
Early attempts to correct these problems were called generative CAI due to the programs' abilities to generate new problems. Although the ideas developed in this period have been of further use, the techniques were usually limited to simple drill and practice in arithmetic and language vocabulary and were rarely adapted to the student's learning needs 40]. While early attempts at problem generation substituted values for variables in canned question templates, later e orts generated problems from deeper structures, yielding a richer mix of problems which were potentially better suited to the student's needs 32]. As work progressed, people noticed the applicability of AI techniques and the suitability of rich knowledge representations as a base from which to both generate and solve problems.
Problem generation can be viewed as a tree-structured decision process in which each level represents another decision on what to include in the problem, each branch represents one alternative, and the branches can be augmented with probabilities based on the student's competence and prior experience 31]. Ko man and Blount 31] go into some detail on such a generative scheme, pointing out the need to avoid regenerating problems the student has solved. They discuss adaptation to the student as a process of determining at which plateau of the concept tree the student should be working and the e ect of this decision on problem generation. They also make the interesting observation that the tutoring system should solve subproblems for the student that he has already solved before, thus allowing him to concentrate on those aspects of the problem from which he can derive the greatest bene t.
Ramani and Newell 45] provide a more thorough treatment of problem generation. They suggest that one must rst identify and analyze the various sets of problems in the domain and then develop suitable structures from which to generate these sets. Like Ko man, they view the basic control structure of problem generation as a tree-structured decision process and, like Ko man, they show how a context-free grammar can be used to implement this technique. In essence, each choice shifts control to the part of the grammar that includes alternatives for lower-level choices. The limitations of this approach, they note, are that the representation is not rich enough to generate broad but meaningful classes of problems and that even simple holding variables which record choices in order to constrain later choices are not possible. Too much information must be speci ed in the grammar itself, which is not the right level of abstraction 45].
They sum up the problems with generative grammars by explaining that problem generation needs semantic information, while grammars bundle syntax and semantics all into syntactic structures. They then shift their analysis of the problem to view it as a design procedure, in which decisions must be made, with some decisions independent and some dependent on other decisions. While this view still has a basic tree-like decision process, it can operate on a richer knowledge base such as a semantic net, it allows some decisions to refer to earlier decisions, and it generalizes the criteria for decisions to include the rich knowledge base and the student model. While generative grammars are driven by top-down re nement of choices, this new view on problem generation is more constraint based, a paradigm that was later to have profound in uence on planning and design research in AI.
The basic techniques of Ramani and Newell's 45] problem generation theory are relatively simple. The underlying data structure is a semantic net which encodes the types of manipulable objects (i.e., numbers, symbols, sets, and sequences) and relevant attributes of these objects. For each class of problems, there is a generative procedure whose job is to ll in the particulars of the problem (i.e., the slots). Slots can be lled through various means; a slot could be a random or probabilistic selection from a list of alternatives or class of objects, it could be a function of other slot values (to implement relationship constraints among slots), it could be a function of external data such as the student model, or there could be hierarchical relationships between candidate values which allow increasing di culty with time. By suitably structuring the semantic net of candidate objects and classes, much of the above functionality becomes simple retrieval; for instance, we could de ne many classes of objects organized into a taxonomy, and this semantic net of objects can include annotations of previously-used values as well as embedded functions which reference the student model or other objects. Text generation routines can be associated with problem classes and can \know" how to word a problem given the slot values. Thus, a richly-structured knowledge base again gives us the desired exibility (if the reader is noticing that this is a recurrent theme of this paper, he is correct).
Of course, if new problems can be generated, they must also be solved, since answers cannot be canned if the problems aren't. This is where the domain knowledge comes into play and serves as a sort of expert system operating on the representation of the problem. Basically, some executive module must take the problem data structure as input and reason from the domain knowledge to produce the corresponding answer. The techniques mentioned in Section III are all relevant.
As one last observation linking problem generation, expert problem solving, and student diagnosis, consider that problems can be viewed as a set of constraints on their solution. If the generated problems in an ICAI system are expressed directly in terms of such constraints, we can easily evaluate student answers by checking that all constraints are satis ed. In this manner, we need not even have the ability to solve the problems ourselves, because we not only have an easy way of validating the student's response, but we can also give him meaningful feedback on wrong answers by telling him which constraints he failed to satisfy.
IX User Interface
Although most of an intelligent tutoring system can be considered as user interface, it is useful to distinguish those aspects that are explicitly concerned with communication with the student. This includes the actual presentation of text and graphics as well as acceptance of user input. Because this topic is so broad, I won't even attempt to provide a survey, but instead will present a few representative examples.
As was stated earlier, one study reports that people retain about twenty-ve percent of what they hear, forty-ve percent of what they see and hear, and seventy percent of what they see, hear, and do 17]. This is a strong argument for user interfaces that include not only text but also visually exciting graphics and the ability for the user to interact with the graphical environment as though he were a part of it. The authors of the steamer paper 29] feel that graphical depiction of causal relationships and topology are very important and that some concepts can be elucidated through graphical animation which defy textual explanation. They also give the student the ability to control the steam propulsion plant by touching icons on the screen. rbt 65] similarly uses graphical animation of its process, a recovery boiler, including visual clues such as a darkened smelt bed, acoustic clues such as ringing alarm buzzers, and textual help and explanations. The user of rbt responds to process alarms by selecting actions from menus and watching their real-time e ect on the screen. Although the process simulation runs in real time, students are allowed to stop the simulation in order to ask questions, a feature that many users mentioned that they like 65]. The more a student feels connected to his learning environment, the richer his experience will be, and interactive graphics help with this connection.
Since communication with the student is primarily through English, the system must have the abilities to both understand the student's response and generate text of its own. Many di erent approaches have been taken for text generation in tutoring systems, most of which avoid true natural language mechanisms. In Woolf's rbt, tutor output is created by extracting text from emergency-speci c text les which are loaded when the emergency is invoked 65]. In west, textual explanations are attached to each issue (skill); each issue is responsible for presenting a few lines of text explaining itself 10]. west therefore distributes prestored text to the actual knowledge structures and combines the text dynamically to t the situation. In Woolf's Meno-tutor, a description of the content of the textual output is constructed and sent to a surface language generator, although she dummied up the surface language generator for her thesis work 64]. In sophie, each concept has an associated grammar rule that provides alternate ways of expressing the concept in terms of other concepts 18]. Thus, none of these systems generates English from deep linguistic knowledge.
One of the few tutoring systems to incorporate rich natural language generation mechanisms is scholar. Carbonell separated question generation into two distinct levels: semantic and syntactic. Semantic information comes from the semantic net and determines what is being asked. For syntax, Carbonell identi ed classes of questions, such as what, which, where, who, and how many questions, ll-in questions, multiple-choice questions, and true-false questions. Each class contains relevant syntactical information. For statements, Carbonell's strategy was to make use of short sentences with simple syntax and a limited repertoire of verbs, mostly variant forms of the verb \to be." All knowledge in the semantic net contained linguistic annotations such as its part of speech. Thus, no text is canned in scholar, and all sentences and questions are processed completely from the semantic internal representation into English 13] .
Another approach to text generation, intended for use in explanation and tutoring, was recently developed by Perry Miller 34] . His prosenet is an atn-based approach to text generation. Each arc in the atn has three components. The action component can be push, pop, jump, a prose fragment to output, a function call which may generate text, an option, a sequence of arcs, or an endsequence, which terminates a sequence. The other two components are a destination state and an action routine which is invoked whenever this arc is traversed. The system places the information to be conveyed into global registers, and the appropriate prosenet network is activated. To maintain coherency in the text, sentence-level, paragraphlevel, and global constraints may be introduced as the text is generated 34].
Natural language parsing is another di cult area; even a survey of this area is beyond the scope of this paper. Few systems, however, have allowed true natural language input. scholar included rich natural language facilities that allowed it to understand most student questions and answers. sophie used a technique called semantic grammars, in which the basic idea is to look for understandable fragments in the input rather than parse the entire sentence 6]. Most other systems have bypassed the natural language problem by using graphical or menu-based input.
It is worthy to note that experts in the eld of intelligent tutoring have labeled natural language the \Achilles' heel" of potential tutoring systems 2, 28], and warn against its use because of its potential to consume project resources. However, it is often di cult to provide adequately-exible interactions with the student without some level of natural language.
The bottom line on user interface in intelligent tutoring systems is that input should be robust, allowing exibility on the part of the student, and output should be rich, appealing to as many of the student's senses as possible. Future interfaces will likely be superior to today's due to technological advances. The use of varied media (i.e., mixing speech, graphics, text, sound, video disk, etc.) will someday be the norm.
X Summary
As we have seen, the design of an intelligent tutoring system is complex, with many issues to consider and still more that remain topics for research. It all begins with the choice of a good learning scenario which is appropriate to the domain knowledge. This learning scenario, along with the nature of the domain knowledge and the types of misconceptions we must detect, determines the necessary functionality and hence structure of the knowledge representation. The knowledge representation has a profound in uence on the explanatory capabilities of the tutor as well as its competence in student diagnosis. In order to customize instruction to the student's abilities and determine the cause of his errors, we must maintain a student model. Finally, both pedagogical knowledge and knowledge of discourse patterns are needed, and we must wrap it all up in a sensory-stimulating user interface to achieve maximal tutorial e cacy.
This survey has provided a springboard for those interested in understanding or designing ICAI systems. Much research has been done and many important lessons have been learned, but much remains. While this paper has provided a tutorial survey, it also acts as an index into the literature for more detailed studies of particular techniques. ICAI has produced some exciting results, but the real excitement lies in the future.
